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1. LETTER OF THE RECTOR MAJOR

THE EXHORTATION ,vITA CONSACRATA"
INCENTIVES FOR OUR POSTCAPITULAR JOURNEY

'1. ln the movement of the Church - 2. Our reading of the Exhortation - 3. The gift of our mnsecrated life - 4. Spirituality: a primary requirement: Programme and process - A pastoral spiituality - 5. fhe many areas of communion - Expefts of communion - 6. Our 'areopagus': education

- Conclusion.

Rome, 8 september 1996

Feast of Our LadAb BirthdaA
My dear Confreres,

At the time I write this letter the GC24 has been consigned to
all the Provinces. To the first communication which took place
while the Chapter was still in progress by means of our orgiurs of
publication, there followed further transmissions by those who
had taken part in the Assembly. Finally the official edition was
sent out through the Acts in various languages. It caries not only
the documents promulgated in accordance \Mith the Constitutions'
but also other usefuI texts for a ftrller understanding of the event
and of the capitular guidelines.
I imagine that the Provinces and local communities axe busy
getting to lcrow and absorb the motivation which the documents
offer concerning the participation of lay people in the spirit and
mission of Don Bosco, and in trying out already the possible applications in relationships, structures, organization of the work,
and in ongoing formation programmes.
'

cf. C 148
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I remind you that it is urgent that we put into practice in our
Iives in an organic and communal manner, the decisions of the
GC24 in line with what I said in my final address: "It will be necessary for the indications of the Chapter to be integrated into a unified project artd be conver[ed into processes wNch foster their
vital assimilation (mentalities, attitudes, capabilities, experiences). It is a question of bringing broad visions down to earth in
daily ltfe. And here we face a challenge: to find an efficacious mediation between inspiration and practice, between the document
and its practical application".'
The GC24 is a challenge to each one of us: it is an invitation to

awaken and activate apostolic resources which lie dormant
within N, h our charisma, in the Christian and educative e>rperience of the many lay people who collaborate in our initiatives or
whom God is moving internally towards the mission to the young.

1. !n the Church's movement

The GC24 places us in the heari of the Church's pastoral pro'
ject for this last part of the century. It takes up its motives, objectives, contents and plan of action.
The project has a name: ruew euangelization. We have heard
and repeated the expression many times and we have grasped its
general implications and demands. But perhaps we still need to go
more deeply into its serse and practical consequences for our life
and educative activity.
It is a question, in fact, of becoming awile of modern culture
in its realizations and tendencies, in the light of the Gospel and
the vocation of the human person, so as to better understand the
significance of salvation which the event, the actual presence and
the word of Christ can have in it, artd in consequence renew the

,

GC24,256
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Christian testimony, the proclamation of the Gospel and the intervention of the disciple of Christ in history.
This implies a further meditation on the Christian mystery a
carefirl reading of many phenomena and the rigorous screening of
the many opinions which challenge our convictions and our experience as consecrated persons. Faith in fact leads us to confess
that Christ is salvation for all times: yesterday, today and always.
In this movement for a new evangelization particular importance has become attached to the reflection on the Church, proposed again and again in the documents of the Magisterium and
celebrated in significant events like the Synodal Assemblies at the
Ievel of the Universal Church or of continents: this has produced a
new ecclesial awareness and a progressive renewal in the manner
of conceiving the relationship between the Church and the world.
The Church lonows herself to be the people of God. She proclaims and expresses in human history the mystery of God's active presence. She bears wihress to, teaches and helps in the Iiving
out of the divine filiation revealed in Jesus Chfist. Her mission is
to gather together, guide and unite individuals and humanity to
live this vocation and accept all the consequences which derive
from it, even temporal ones. She lcrows therefore that she must
express in the world and in history a form of life, a proclamation
and historical option which apply to persons in so far as they are
God's images and his children in Christ.
In this context the Church has decided to look more deeply, in
the light of the Word, her centuries of e>rperience and the present
trends, at the tluee fundamental conditions in which those who
have been called to the faith live to the full their vocations as disciples of Christ: the lay state, that of ministry and that of religious
consecration.
The Apostolic Exhortation, Vita Consecrata, which contains
the reflections on the third case and is the result of a long process
of preparation and realization of the IX Assembly of the Synod of
Bishops and of careful subsequent refinement, was published
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while our GC24 was in the midst of its work. It provided inspiring
principles, proposed a frame of reference for understandin$ the
relationships between the different realizations of the salesian
charism, and exercised a decisive influence on the practical
guidelines. You will flnd traces of it all through the capitular text
in abundant quotations and references.
It \ rill be of help, therefore, at this time of study and application of the GC24 to take up the Exhortation for a reading which
goes beyond what is prompted by a first lawful curiosity. And that
is what I propose to do in this letter, a.fter having studied it with
the members of the General Council for our personal profit and in
order to share with you some of its perspectives.
This, I think, will have two beneficial results. It will place us
more deeply in the communion of the Church which is everywhere called upon to reflect on Consecrated Life as a matter of
general interest. Rightly in fact did the Synodal Fathers use an expression which was subsequently frequently repeated and emphasized: "De re nostra agitur"3 the whole Church.
Moreover, it \Mill help us to focus more clearly on certain crucial points in the GC24, the adequate understanding of which will
condition the quality of our life and the efficacy of our praxis.

2. Our reading of the Exhortation

There is no need for a systematic presentation of the contents of the Exhortation. They are organized in three chapters
around consecration, con1,n'tunion, and sertsice, and set out in
non-specialist language intelligible to all consecrated persons.
The various standpoints from which the Exhortation can be
read: biblical, theological, historical, juridical and pastoral, have
been studied abundantly in meetings, seminars and publications,

'

Proposi,ti,o
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especially those promoted by religious. They offer material useful
for personal or communal reading.
In the Exhortation mention is also made of doctrinal and practical problems still to be clarified, which have been enbrrsted to
appropriate study commissions. Among these we have a particular interest in those regarding mixed Institutes and the new
forms of evangelical life.a We are following them and awaiting further developments so as to decide, when the time is ripe, on a
guidetine in conformity with our charismatic identity. This was indicated by the GC24 in a deliberation concerned with the form of
our Society: "In the light of the Apostolic Exhortation Vita Consecrata (n. 61) and of the juridical developments now in progress on
the "form" of Religious ktstitutes, the GC24 considers it important
that a study be made of a possible "mixed" form of our Society,
and that there be a deeper investigation to see whether the innovations in such a form respond to our charism and to the original
project of the Founder".u
But rather than dwell on these aspects, I want to run through
the text with you to gather and absorb certain incentives,
comparing them with our own e>rperience and looking at them
in the light of the context in which we are at present living as a
Congregation.
Such a reading requires interior acceptance, preferential attention to some points which are substantial and certain, and comparison with our practical life and mentality.
Some have pointed out the limitations of the Exhortation.
They remind us that we are living in time and that, after this far
from indifferent effort at reflection, we must follow the road that
lies ahead of us. To take commensurate note of the point forms
part of the shared responsibility which religious have in respect of
the whole of the experience of consecrated life. But it wottld be

'6 cf. VC 61,62
GC24,t92
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ungenerous and useless to get bogged down on this particular
point in face of the riches offered by the Exhortation. Wisdom indicates that each element be given its just weight as regards life.
Similarly the communities will be helped by acreati,oe reading
which does not stop at a mere noting of the contents, but tries to
reformulate them by a comparison of what is said with our own
living experience. The text must senre as a stimulus for verification, for rethinking and for conversion.
Finally, we are interested in a pastoral reading. Consecrated
persons have received with gratitude this Exhortation of John
Paul II. They consider it an instrument for revision and relaunching within their own Institute, but also as an opportunity
for becoming more awa^re of the gift of consecrated tife in the ecclesial community and in human history. Its essential significance
is often little lorown, even in situations where consecrated persons axe in daily contact with other people. We wonder whether
our language and signs are adequate for making it understood, or
whether we have not failed to communicate our experience.
We are particularly interested in presenting it to the young in
the splendour of its perennial significance and its unequivocal vaUdiW. This is part of the journey of faith we have been tying to
make enplicit over the past six years; it responds to the particr:lar
moment of definition of life through which young people are
passing and comes to gfips with their great desire to lcrow the
best ways of meeting the problem. For this reason we must once
again examine our experience to make of it a message we can effi caciously communicate.

3. The

gift of our consecrated life

It is remarkable how often the word gift occurs with reference
to the totality of the consecrated life, to each of its historic manifestations or charisms, and to many of its components or partic-
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ular aspects: the vows, community, and the service of chariff. A
gift received is a gift offered. The abundance of modulations with
which such references axe reproposed leaves a.fter the reading the
impression that the category of 'gif is one of the fundamental
categories for perceiving in its proper light the nature of conse*
crated life. The gift refers back to the gratuitousness and love
which is there at the beginning, to the joy of feeling oneself an object of predilection, to excellence.
We often pause over questions concerning our identity as consecrated persons. More often too we have to listen to and try to
analyze the difflculties which have to be overcome if we are to
succeed in being meaningfirl. We are provoked by the secular environment which is ill-inclined to recogn2e the value of options
and motivations which go beyond what is functional, temporal
and practical. We 2;s als6 challenged by the apparently ineffrcacious nature of our efforts in respect of the great phenomena of
our time: the loss of religious sense, ethical disorientation,
poverty which increases and becomes ever more extreme, discrimination and conflicts which degenerate into continued violence. We are also womied about the poor vocational response,
especially where rationality, wellbeing and development are the
order of the day. And last but not least, we are awa.re of our personal and institutional limits in the realization of a project which
is attractive in its ideal presentation.
We Salesians in particular wonder how we calr live and recount our experience to the young, who are open to what is significant and available for spiritual experience, but at the same
time distracted by many fleeting stimuli, athacted towards more
immediate projects, different from us in tastes, language and style
of life. Often they question us on the significance and reasons for
our consecrated existence.
This confrontation with the world is not something extraneous
to the experience of the believer and the consecrated person. We
find abundant traces of it in the Bible. The Psalms express it with
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unusual efficacy and in a deeply-felt form of invocation when they
quote the challenge of the sceptic: "Where is your God?".6 In fact
the presence of God and the experience it provokes in man
carmot be reduced to a purely temporal vision, and its signs are to
some extent extraneous to human perception: they are wrapped
in mystery and call for faith and grace.
The Exhortation has not ignored tttis kind of analysis which is
not only sociological and short-term in nature but is also theological. You have to read betrnreen the lines, but it has not made a big
deal of it either. It has not even considered as negative the need to
measure itself against a secularized context in which we are
called to bear wihress to the choice of the primacy of God and of
chariff; nor has it indulged in complaints, jusffied or mere pre'
texts, of deviations from consecrated life in the complex process
of renewal which followed Vatican II.
Its outlook is positive and stimulating and concentrates the
gaze on consecrated life, which it enlightens with new perspectives.
Some of these recall the personal experience of those who
have felt called to this kind of life: the particular brilliance with
which Christ has appeared to us and the fascination it has exerted
on uri, the rich nature of the perspectives it opens up to existence
when concentrated in God, the peace which accompanies loving
with an undivided heart, the joys of self-giving in mission, the
privilege of eqjoying an intimacy lrith Christ and consciously participating in the Tbinitarian life. It is all signifled in the icon of the
Ttansflguration of Chdst in the presence of the disciples he had
chosen to witness his glory.
It is an invitation to look back on our moments of Tabor, the
best aspects of our personal experience, interpreting them in the
light of God's word, making them the motivations for a courageous fldelity.
u Ps 42,4
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The value of consecrated life is manifested also in and through
the Church. It produces copious fruits of holiness and service in
every season of the Church.? Rapid surveys of history reveal the
persistence, richness, diversity of expressions and correspondence with the urgent needs of the Christian community which
has characterized the appearance of different forms of consecrated life which is open to new expressions even today. A Gospel
unfolded as times develop! It proposes holiness again, respects
Christ's life style, helps in discovering the signs of the Kingdom
and continually spurs on towards the definitive realization of
man. For this reason it is indispensable not so much for the practical organization of the Church but for the substantial experience
of the mystery of relationship with its Lord.
The consideration of the value of our consecratiopn, h the interchange with other ecclesial vocations in an "harmonious exchange of gifts", is particularly relevant to the time in which we
are living. The GC24 reminds us of this when it describes the role
of the religious community within the CEP: "The Salesian SDB, by
his very life, translates the Gospel into language accessible especially to the young: tluough the values of consecration he raises
questions and indicates possibilities of sense; through his dedication he proclaims that the secret of happiness is to lose his life so
as to find it again; through his style of life he makes attractive the
spirit of the beatitudes and proclaims the joy of the Resurrection;
through his living in community he becomes an image of the
Church, the sacrament of the Kingdom".s
As educators committed in human advancement and culture,
we are stimulated also by those perspectives which speak to us of
the incidence of consecrated life in human history not only through
service but also by means of the horizons which are opened up, the
values which bear wibress, and the attitudes created.
?

cf.VC5

'

GC24,151
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Ttris fixing of attention on the gift of God and the discovery in
it of the depth of wisdom, the brilliance of life, the radiance of experiences, the joy of encounters and the generosity of love, places
us in an atrnosphere of contemplation.
Superficial readings of the reality can in fact leave impressions
of sometNng irrelevant, of inefficacy and insignificance. Going
back to the sources of our existence, to the great presence which
brought it into being, to the word which enlightens its sense and
its destiny, the awareness of the mystery at work in us is strengthened, and we get a deep gXasp of the facts which challenge us.
The element of thanksgiving therefore permeates the whole of
the document starting from the opening words. It has been re.
marked that the text passes continually from theologr to doxologr,
from reflection to praise of God. Ftom the contemplation of God's
gift flows a calm fust and confidence in confronting present diffrculties and future hope. Certainly there are questions concerning
significance, of pastoral adaptation, life style and cultural dialogue.
We are in a period of reaping and sowing. But we are encouraged
by the words of John PauI tr: "You have not only a $orious history
to remember and to recount, but also a great history still to be accomplished! Look to the future, where the Spirit is sending you in
order to do even greater things.'g Ours is "a hand 'touched' by the
hand of Christ, a life where his voice is heard, a life sustained by his
grace".roIt uruavels like an exodus from the light of the Thansfiguration to the definitive light of the Resurrection.rr

4. Spirituality: a prime requirement

SpirituafiW appeaxs as the fundamental dimension of consecrated Iife, the point of convergence of all the perspectives from
0

vc

rc

vc40

"

cf.VC40
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which it gains its deep effect: theological, historical, biblical and
pastoral. It is therefore a transverse element which pervades the
entire Exhortation.
But it is concentrated nevertheless in certain paragraphs
which present it in direct and practical form. The headings to
these paragraphs constitute a summary which is easily understood: a trarsfigured life - the call to holiness,P a decisive commitment to the spiritual life,ts continuing formation,ta spirituality a^s a
response to the search for the sacred and the desire for God.'6It is
never separated from, and still less is it opposed to theological reflection and apostolic activity, but is solidly rooted in the former
and gives its characteristic form to the latter.
Anyone who has made a deep study of the Exhortation will
rightly afnrm that if a strong note be emphasized immediately in
the document, that note will be the embodiment of a realistic spirituality, which appeaxs in both the almost "mystical" nature of the
doctrine, and in the many e:<plicit references to the need for spirituality and commitment to it.16
From the Spirit, as the source of the germinal gif[, takes shape
the particular configuration of the consecration, the style of the
mission, the communal life, and the specific manner of practising
the vows.
Spirituality is therefore like a principle of individuation, from
which develops the identity. Consecrated life in fact is not born of
a general project thought up by someone in theory but by singular
experiences of Iife in the Spirit, tlrough which is accepted, felt,
matures and is expressed the love of God and neighbour, revealed
in its fullness in Christ. The Exhor[ation endorses this in several
points, but dwells on it especially in the introduction when it
P cf.VC35
B cf.VC93

k d.vc69

'6 cf. VC 103
'6 cf. C.tstsu"ANo Cenvune J., Di,merxi,one teologi.ca e spiritwlc d,ella ai,ta consac-rata:
tmdi,zi,onc, twutta, poJezi,q in AA.W. Vita consacrata, Rogate, Rome 1996, p. 38
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traces the spiritual nature of various forms of consecrated life
which have appeared in the course of time.'?
Rules, plans and regulations all converge to provide the complete expression of an original spirituality. "All these elements,
which take shape in the dtfferent forms of the consecrated life,
give rise to a specific spiritualiff, i.e. a concrete prograrnme of relations with God and one's suroundings, marked by specific spiritual emphases and choices of apostolate, which accentuate and
re-present one or other aspect of the one mystery of Christ. When
the Church approves a form of consecrated life or an Institute,
she confirms that in its spiritual and apostolic charism are found
all the objective requisites for achieving personal and communal
perfection according to the Gospel".l8
The spiritual life is therefore "a primary requirement, inscribed in the very essence of the consecrated life by the fact that
like every other baptized person, and even more so those who
profess the evangelical counsels, must aspire with all their
strength to the perfection of charity".'e
On this depends the apostolic fertility, and the vocational attraction exerted on new generations. It appea:s as the energl artd
starting point for the development of the renewal which in recent
years has been at the centre of studies, plans and expectations:
"To tend towards holiness is, in brief, the programme of every
corsecrated life, particularly in the perspective of its renewal on
the threshold of the Thid Millerudum".2n
This insistent request, repeated after the verification made by
the Synod, seenrs to point to spirituality as the "last frontier" of
the consecrated life, the only possibility for rendering it significant and fmitful. It seems in fact to be the only element capable
of making the ethical proposal credible, because it is animated by

"

cf. VC

'8 VC 93

ibid.
." ibid.
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the truth and by love to overcome through pastoral activity catechetical initiation and organizational aspects, inspired by the logic
of grace and the sacraments, and to enliven by charity proclamation, celebration, testimony and service.2'

Programmc and, process

What has been said about the priority of the spiritual life becomes concrete when we remember the dimensions and requirements demonstrated by secular experience of consecrated life.
In the first place there is the fidelity to the spi.ri,tual patrtmonu of each Institute.22 It is a matter of a creative fldelity and
not of material observance or rigid conservation. We must refer
back to the soul, the attitudes and the Gospel options of the
Founders and Foundresses to respond to the challenges arising
from the dominant mentality or actual problems of living together.
Every charism in fact implies a form of relationship with the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit, expressed in history. Such creative fidelity finds its basis not only in apostolic initiatives but primarily in the style of life of individuals and communities. From
ttrese arise the invitation to evangelical transparency, to radicality
and apostolic courage. In the contex[ of this fidelity, declares the
Exhortation, "there is a pressing need today for every Institute to
return to the Rule, since the latter provides a map for the whole
journey of discipleship",B and contains the genuine spiritual tradition of the Institute. It is an invitation to a continual exploration
of our patrimony and to extract from it new riches.
First among the dimensions to be cultivated with particular
care is the contemplntiue element, which is expressed in the sense
'r cf. note 16 above.
z cf.VC36

"u yc37
clz
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of the presence of God welcomed with love and gratitude. To this
our Constitutions refer when they say: "As he works for the salvation of the young, the Salesian experiences the fatherhood of God
and continually reminds himself of the divine dimension of his
work. He cultivates union with God, awaxe of the need to pray
without ceasing in a simple heart-to-heart colloquy with the living
Chfist and with the Father, whom he feels close at hand. Attentive
to the presence of the Spirit and doing everything for God's love he
becomes like Don Bosco a contemplative in action".u
We all have a permanent need of this dimension: "theolog, b
exploit fnlly its own sapiential and spiritual soul; prayer, so that
\Me may never forget that seeing God means coming down the
mountain with a face so radiant that we are obliged to cover it
with a veil; commitrnent, so that we will refuse to be locked in a
struggle without love and forgiveness".s
The contemplative dimension permeates all forms of consecrated life, though each charism has its own typical moments and
manner of manifesting it. The way it is taken up and practised by
the Salesians is expressed in two texts which closely connect
prayer with educative activity. The first is in Const.95: "His need
of God, keenly felt in his apostolic commitment, leads him to celebrate the Iiturgy of life, attaining that 'tireless indrntry made holy
by prayer and union with God...'". The second sees educational
activity as the characteristic setting for our extrlerience of God:
"Don Bosco has taught us to recognize God's operative presence
in our work of education, and to experience it as life and love...
We believe that God is awaiting us in the young to offer us the
grace of meeting with him... In this way our work of education becomes the preeminent context in which to meet him".26
The contemplative dimension is nourished and strengthened
at the sources which ward off stress and strain. The Exhortation
z c38

a vc38

a Gc23,95
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emphasizes the Word of God, communion with Christ in the
Liturry (particularly in the Eucharist and in Reconciliation) and
spiritual direction. It dwells on the value of the Lectio d,iaina:
"When practised according to the possibilities and circumstances
of life in community, this meditation leads to a joyful sharing of
the riches drawn from the word of God, thanks to which brothers
or sisters grow together and help one another to make progress in
the spiritual life".2? As is evident this requires an attentive approach to the text, an internal absorbing of God's word, compaxison with life and sharing. It is also a suggestion for exploiting moments and forms of spiritual communication which will lead to
placing in a more evident manner the Word of God where art. 87
of the Constitutions would have it to be: "For us the Word, lis-

tened to with faith, is the source of spiritual life, the food of
prayer, light to see God's will in the events of life, and strength to
live out our vocation faithfully"
Tlte apostolic dimension emerges from the internal unity between consecration and mission: "The task of devoting themselves wholly to 'mission' is included in their call; indeed, by the
action of the Holy Spirit who is at the orign of every vocation and
charism, consecrated life itself is a mission as wils the whole of
Jesus' life",x understanding and cultivating a spirituality of action,
"seeing God in all things and all things in God",2e expressed by
means of an illustration which makes the significance immediately obvious: the washing of the feet in which "Jesus reveals the
depth of God's love for humanity".s
Spirituafiff implies also an ascetical dimension, of resistance
or spiritual combat, represented by Jacob's struggle with the
Angel. "Asceticism, by helping to master and correct the inclinations of human nature wounded by sin, is truly indispensable if
n yc94
a vc72

I

YC74

s vc75

2
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consecrated persons are to remain faithful to their own vocation
and follow Jesus on the Way of the Cross".3r This is an aspect not
very congenial to curent sersitivity which tends to the satisfaction of its desires and seeks jusffication for doing so. Every Institute has a tradition of ascesis consistent vrith its own spiritual
style. In our own Congregations there are certain key words
which define it: work, temperance, loving kindness and competence in our educative task, fraternal relationships.
An important aspect of such ascesis is to integrate into the
plan of tife in God some tendencies which, if left to develop in
autonomous form, would compromise the quality of the spiritual
exlrerience and the puq)oses of the mission: a frantic quest for
efficiency and professional approach disjoined from pastoral objectives, secularization of mentality and life style, nationalism
(even in hidden forms) or the excessive affirmation of cultural
peculiarities.P
Spirituality, as a process, leads to the assuming of the whole of
existence in its various phases. "At every stage of life a person
seeks and finds a new task to fulfil, a particular way of being, of
serving and of loving".s
Some writers speak of the possibilities and risks present at different ages of man, and the effort they call fon spiritual emptying
in the phase of intensive activity, habit, disappointrnent and the
danger of individualism in the mature yeaff;, diminishing activity in
advanced age or sicloress. Each phase nonetheless is accompanied
by a particular grace of God and includes a strong invitation to
grow and respond in mature form through continuing formation.
Since the seventies we have been running courses in ongoing
formation which by now have spread to every region. The GC23
launched an aspect which is already being put into practice: the
local community is the setting for daily continual formation, espeq vc38

e cf.VC38
e vc70
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cially through the quality of relationships and communication,
moments of prayer, community plaruring, and the shared responsi-

bility for the realization of the mission.
The importance of systematic personal commitnent must not
be undervalued, and perhaps this is the best place to speak of it.
Our life needs to integrate reflection and practice, study and activiff, silence and meeting together, though we are not bound to a
rigid programming in this regard. It is one of the keys for tending
to that spiritual, pastoral and cultural qualiff to which I refened
in my closing address to the GC24.Y

A pastoral spirihmli.W
A novel point in the Exhortation is found in the statement
that the spiritual life is not only a precondition, ba.sis or prepaxation for the service which consecrated persons offer to mankind,
but that it is an essential aspect of their mission. They are urged
to become erlpert spiritual guides and to multiply initiatives which
have as their purpose that of accompanyrng the faitltful in their
pilgrimage towards God.s
In this light those parts of the Exhortation should be read attentively which entrust to consecrated persons the task of inspiring "in all the faithfnl a true longing for holiness, a deep desire
for conversion and personal renewal in a context of ever more intense prayer and of solidarity with one's neighbour, especially the
most needy".36 It is not a matter of an individual commitment but
of a communal understanding and an institutional objective:
"Every Institute and community wiX be a school of true evangelical spirituality".sz
s cf. GCZL,242-243
* cf. VC 39
s vc39
r vc93
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Service to the dimension of spirituality goes beyond the confines of the Christian community and appears as an accomparriment and support for all who are seeking sense and direction. "All
who embrace the consecrated life, men and women alike, become
privileged parbners in the search for God which has always stirred
the human heart and has led to the different forms of asceticism
and spirituality".rs

This is our undertaking for the next six years. We are a\Mare
that we have been through a process of change of mentality, that
we have rethought the content and method of pastoral work, and
have brought up to date the structures of communiff tife and of
government. At present we axe committed to calling in lay people,
sharing responsibility with them and engaging together in formation, but as I pointed out in my closing address: "The GC24 a:rived
at the discussion of spirituality in its search for a source of communion between laity and Salesians. There is a widespread awareness
in the Congregation that our linkage with lay people needs a more
robust spirituality if we are to face up together to the diffrcult challenges which the salesian mission presents at the present day"."
The Exhortation itself had anticipated this approach when it
declared: "Today, often as a result of new situations, many Institutes have come to the conclusion that their charism can be
shared with the laity. The laity are therefore invited to share more
intensely in the spirituality and mission of these Institutes".ao
To facilitate this task, frames of reference have been drawn
up which give an adequate idea of our spirituality. The Salesians
have their Constitutions and in them the chapter on the salesian
spirit, which is the starting point and basis for other presentations. Fr Egidio Vigand has set out certain traits which form the
common patrimony of all the Salesian Family,a'included and fur-

* vc 103

*

GC24,239

0 vc54
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ther specified in the Common Identity Card. For young people
manifestoes and suggestions have been formulated from the
eighties and the GC23 made them authoritative as communally
shared proposals. Recently a new presentation has been prepared by those responsible for the combined SDB and FMA Pastoral Departments.
The GC24 sought to higlrlight what is best for bringing us to
share the mission with the laity: a preferential love for the young
and especially the poorest of them in the form of pastoral
charity,' the quality of educative activity and the family spirit,4
the commitment for the Church and the world prompted by "da
mihi animas",* the daily round of duties, relationships and profess16n:lism lived in the presence of God,6 the educative practice of
the continually renewed preventive system.a6
In this way our spirituality has been formulated for religious,
for the young and for the laity: We have available texts for meditation and guidance: "We conclude the GC24 with the conviction
that to propose the salesian spirituality to them is the proper and
adequate response to a pressing appeal and the offering of a desired gift. In any case, the demand for spirituality prompts us to
discover our family treasures, to develop and analyze more deeply
those traits which Don Bosco has left us and which are so extraordinarily effi cacions".
But it must be recog;nized that we become initiated into a spirituality through an encounter with someone who has had e>rperience of it and lives it with joy and conviction, and through membership of a group which communicates it with the ability to involve others, under the guidance and spiritual direction of
someone who lcrows its ways and resources.
47

4 GC24,89-90
u GC24,91

.

GC24,95

'u cf. GC24,97

4 cf. GC24,99

*
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Once we lorow formulations and perspectives, it is on these
points that we must put the emphasis: lived e>rperience, conununity, communication and direction.

5. The many areas of communion

Another main line of thought of which to take advantage in
reading the Exhortation concelrs the community. Its novelty lies
in the mission of communion which is entmsted to consecrated
persons. The reflection moves in fact along fiiro lines: one, which
looks towards the internal aspect of the community, takes up and
confirms what was included in the earlier document Fratental
Li,fe in Com,muni,ty, Congregauit nos in unum;* the other concerns extemal aspects.
Starting from Vatican II, all Institutes have brought about the
change from community, understood prevalently as living in
conunon, to the experience of communion. The former emphasizes the importance of the structures which regulate the common
Iife. The latter is concerned with mutual love, the sharing of projects, deep communication and shared responsibility.
We too, through a process of accent and balance, have brought
into charismatic unity the two elements indispensable for a real
and testffing community presence: the spiritual element @rotherhood in Christ expressed in unity of hearts and qualiff of interpersonal relationships); and the other more visible, the
"common life" or life in common, which consists in living together in a particular religious house, in taking part in common
activities, and in fulfilling pastoral commitments with contmon
resolve. "It is clear that 'fraternal life' will not automatically be
achieved by observance of the norms which regulate common
life; but it is evident that common Iife is designed to greatly
*

cf. CIVCSVA,2 Febbraio 1994
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favour fraternal life".4 Our charism, our praxis, our mission and
our characteristic family spirit lead to a close union of the two
aspects: communion of spirit and community life.
To this blending, which gqlls for human maturity and spiritual
depth, are attributed by our Constitutions significance and a certain pa.storal impact, even to the extent of becoming an indispensable element in the mission. "To live and work together is for us
Salesians a fundamental requirement and a sure way of fuIfiIling
our vocation. This is why we come together in communities,
where our love for each other leads us to share all we have in a
family spirit, and so create communion between person and
person".*
The GC23 sees it as a sign, school and environment of faith for
the young,6'the preferential place for ongoing formation for the
Salesians,62 a testifying presence in the locality,s a centre of communion and participation,il the centre for organic pa.storal work,*
and the promoting of vocations.s
The GC24 went on to specify, from atheoretical standpoint and
practical applications, what is meant by oni'mnting nucl,eus alrrd
the internal conditions needed for its realization: charismatic identity, unity in spirit and in plarming, the larowledge and practice of
the preventive system, interior apostolic conviction, creativity, and
the ability for communication. It also studied the concrete forms
for exercising such an assignment: care to get involved, participation, distribution of resporsibilities, formation processes.
While this stimulating picture is being absorbed by the
corlmon mentality, we too are experiencing the impact of the ex-

"* Congtegavit
c49
61

nos in unum, 3

cf. GC23,zl&?l8

Q cf.GC23,222
8 cf. CGC23,22*226
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*
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ternal and internal phenomena which are testing the community
and communion. Among the former is the demand for more personal freedom, the consumerism which leads to the personal possession of goods, and the communications explosion. Among the
others we find the reduction in numbers, the broadening of the
real and potential fields of work, the pressure of new and urgent
needs, and a new relationship with exbernal elements.
The Exhortation strongly emphasizes the indispensable value
of fraternal life for the renewal and effrcacy of the mission.E? John
Paul tr had already made the point some yeaxs a.go in an address to
the plenary meeting of the Congregation for Institutes of Consecrated Life and societies of Apostolic Life: "The whole fouitfulness
of religious life depends on the quality of fraternal tife in conunon.
Moreover the present renewal of the Church and in retigious life is
characterized by a quest for communion and cornrnunity".s
The confirmation of this ls found in a deeper analysis of the
Thinitarian dimension, from which come the ecclesiological and
anthropological consequences put forward once again not only as
a paradigm of reciprocal relationships but of actual presence, the
cause and origin of communion among religious. "Even fraternal
life is put forward as an eloquent wihress to the Tfinity. It proclaims the Father, who desires to make of all humanity one family.
It proclaims the Incarnate Son, who gathers the redeemed into
unity. It proclaims the Holy Spirit as the principle of unity in the
Church".se

The community functions therefore not only with regard to
work. It is a human space in which dwells the Thinity",m where God
is present and bringS about through the memory of the Lord, the
love in which we commit ourselves and want to be rooted, and the
unity of those who present themselves as followers of Christ.

* cf.YC72
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Communion is also the content and end of the mission. "Before
the coming of fraternal life, perhaps never was larown so great a
mission in so explicit a manner".6t
Fortified by a personal experience which is God's gift, conse.
crated persons, whether as individuals or communities, axe called
to expand, strengthen or recreate communion: they become "experts of communion",62 the leaven of unity and workers for reconciliation.
Multiple are the environments in which they work. In the universal Church communion is given greater power by the fraternal
testimony and work of all consecrated life, by the practical solidariff with which consecrated persons head for the frontiers of
evangelization, by their availability for meeting urgent needs of
the Church, by their union with the Holy Father. We should not
overlook the impact on the universal communion deriving from
our presence, from the action behveen young people and adults,
from the profession of faith, and from our words and firm attitudes. The giving of a daily personal contribution to the unity of
Christ's body stimtrlates our spirituality: "Our love for Christ necessarily gives rise to our love for his Church, the People of God,
the centre of unity and communion of all the forces working for
the Kingdom".s
"A significant role", says the Exhor[ation, "is played by consecrated persons within the particular Churches. ...The charisms of
the consecrated life can greatly contribute to the building up of
charity in the pariicular Churches".M This is a second environment
where communion becomes a task of our mission. As practical
methods for this are quoted "cooperation between consecrated
ur CIARDI F.,
@

cf. VC 46
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persons and Bishops for the organic development of diocesan
pastoral life",6 the care and inserting of one's own spiritual patrimony and pastoral practice, dialogue between superiors and
bishops, care by the latter for the charism sought and welcomed
by the religious.ffi
This is a necessary aspect in view of the education of youth to
the faith, in which ecclesial exlperience is indispensable but not at
all easy. It is interesting to recall how in his particnlar Church, tormented by doctrinal and pastoral tensions, Don Bosco did not
side with either party but adhered to the crucial point of communion. In the solution of personal conllicts he saw to it that the
good ofthe Church prevailed over any natural desire forjustice.
The Exhortation presents the mission of communion also in
another setting: that of the relationshi,ps betueen, consecrated
persons. "Those who are united by a common commifunent to the
following of Christ and are inspired by the same Spirit cannot fail
to manifest visibly, as branches of the one Vine, the fr.rllness of the
Gospel of love. Mindful of the spiritual friendship which often
united founders and foundresses during their [ves, consecrated
persons, while remaining faithftrl to the character of their own lnstitute, are called to practise a fraternity which is exemplary and
which will serve to encourage the other members of the Church in
the daily task of bearing witness to the Gospel".67
For this too, practical indications are given: knowledge,
friendship, active participation in the organisrTls of animation and
coordination, communication and inter-exchange so as "to discern God's plan in this troubled moment of history in order better
to respond to it with appropriate works of the apostolate".ffi
In the report on the State of the Congregation I wrote: "There is
a much greater sensitivity and opermess to a broader communion
6 VC48
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realized between Institutes of Consecrated Life. Attention is being
given to what is happening in the area of religious life, and valid
contributions axe being made in events and organisms of coordination (CISM, CLAR, preparation of the Synod, common commitments, etc)".ffi It is a criterion to be maintained and a path we must
continue to follow.
The possibility must not be undervalued of establishing systematic and stable forms of collaboration with other lsligisus for
speciflc enterprises which call for convergence of techniques and
resources. This has been shown already through study-centres.
The complex nature of the present context and the new demands
of evangelization lead not only to bringing about a concordance of
settings and lines of action, but also to the launching of some
conunon initiatives.
There is then also the aspect of the lncdi'ty or the human community, considered immediately and in a broad manner: sector,
town, counbqF, world. In these there emerges the need for aggregation, the call for peace, the desire for reconciliation and for dignified and reassuring Living conditions. To the old situations of
conJlict now present in new family, social and political forms, are
added new exarnples typical of our time, such as cultural extraneousness, emargination, various kinds of fundamentalism, and the
opposing theories. Often they end up in real or psychological divisions, rejection or inattentive oversight.
To be e:rperts of communion meiurs being able to create moments and motives of aggregation, to mediate in daily situations
of conflict, to inculcate the desire for peaceful living together, to
foster humanizing struchres and circumstances, to be peaceful in
the strong sensie of the word, to concentrate on the qualiff of relationships, to work for the overcoming of social or ethnic prejudices, to becoming ever more able to dialogue with people of different mentalities. Some are hoping for the setting up of interna-
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tional and intercultural communities which will be workshops for
the welcoming and exploitation of diversities, and of gaining experience in this line.
There is a final indication given in the Exhortation, to which
we need to give attention at the present day because it links up
with the commitment asked of us by the GC24: it is that of the
lnity, a,nd particularly in the case of "associates and volunteers'.7o
Let us read again the passage I quoted earlier in corurection
with spirituality: "Today, often as a result of new situations, many
kstitutes have come to the conclusion that their charism can be
shared with the laity. The laity are therefore invited to share more
intensely in the spirituality and mission of these Institutes".T' The
affrrmation is supported by a rich collection of charismatic, ecclesial and pastoral motives.
I \Mill not delay on a comparison of indications and motives
with those put forward in our capitular document on the same
matter. The convergence is too evident to pass unobserved. Our
purpose in going tluough this part of the Exhortation has only
been to emphasize that what we a.re trying {e rgalizs is what the
Church herself proposes and to show that all these aspects are
Iinked together and mutually reinforce each other. Within them
are working those who, according to the same Exhortation, are
Iiving and spreading the "spirituality of communion"T2 and become
"witnesses and architects of the plan for unity which is the
crowning point of human history in God's design".?s

A mi,ssi,onfi,eld, ('areoTtagus') for u,s: educati,on

It \ rill not have escaped your notice that the first field
'o cf. VC 5456
7r vc 54
2 cf. VC 5157

o vc46
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merated for the mission of consecrated persons is the "world of
education".Ta

Education is understood here in its widest and comprehensive
meaning: as the growth of the individual and as the sum total of
the mediations at his service to make him aware of his being and
his destiny, to give him an adequate lcrowledge of reality, to develop his ability for evaluation and choice, to open him to sense
and mystery and to proclaim to him God's word.
The model of the educator is in fact "the Master of the
Church's inner life, who penetrates the innermost depths of every
human heart and lanows the secret unfolding of history".76
In this broad perspective is to be understood the educative
function of the Church in the world. The education of individuals
and of humanity is not an optional manifestation of charity or one
partial aspect of the mission; it is at its very heart and a way it
cannot fail to follow. As God saves man by educating him in what
concerns his conscience and from it awaits a response, so the
Church exercises her ministry by enlightening, proposing and
challenging his freedom. She becomes the mediator for the educating action of God, the prolongation and realization of the
teaching Christ gave to his disciples and to the crowds, the sign of
the action of the Spirit which transforms hear[s.
And so everything in her has an educative character: presence, proclamation, celebration and various services. It all tends
to give to man the consciousness of his being, to help him to discover and embrace what is good and noble and eternal which
the Creator has placed within him, and to open him to the relationship which constitutes him to dignity with the Father, the
Son and the Holy Spirit.
In this context is inserted the educative commitment of consecrated persons, first and foremost because of their choice of the

"*
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life of the specific Institutes which require it, or of the professional requirements they take on. In this sense all forms of consecrated life are strongly educative in respect of man and in the first
place of Christians.
The sign they offer, the values they make their own, the service they provide, are all a thrust and help towards growth in humanity and faith.
Some consecrated persons take up their educational work by
profession and make of it the setting where they live their radical
option for God and the service of their neighbour, especially those
most in need.
The mission leads these religious to work in three settings.
The first includes everything concerning the integral aduancem,ent of the person, according to the needs reglized in concrete
situations. Their work in this field, inspired by the love of Chdst
and as his followers, is true evangelization.
The second setting covers Christian, initi,ation, the education
of those who have made the faith option or show themselves disposed to consider it. HereJ it is a matter of accompanfng those
concerned as they live in history as children of God, incorporated
in the existence of Christ and members of his people. Catechesis
and the formation of an evangelical mentality are its principal
parts.
The third setting is the humanization and euangelizati.on of
ctiltrre as a collective form of education following the process de'
scribed by Eaangeli,i, rruntiandi "for affecting and as it were upsetting, through the power of the Gospel, mankind's criteria of

judgement, determining values, points

of interest, lines of

thought, sources of inspiration and models of life".76
This frame of reference is indispersable for grasping in a realistic marurer the challenges made to the mission of religious who
are educators, and the responses they can make.
'u cf. EN 19
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Education understood in this way is not limited to the
scholastic sector nor only to institutions specifically lorown as
such, even though these represent the hard core of the social effort, to offer opporturtities of prevention, retrieval and growth to
all. Ttre kind of society in which we are living has multiplied the
problems of both young people and adults. To the pattern of education which for so long was served up for the m4iority has been
added the need for adaptation to a host of situations which be
come ever more differentiated as society becomes more complex.
Rightly does the Exhortation link with education a "renewed and
loving commitrnent to the intellectual life",t' on the part of religrorc, and their presence in the world of social communication.Ts
This field of education has been sometimes called an "areopagus", a place of open dialogue and not just an institutional
system, precisely because of the need to set up a dialogue on the
sense of an open life, with participants of various orientatiors and
with no axes to grind, because we need to face up to the new de.
mands of life and culture with new initiatives.
For us, all this that we have said points to a professional field
of application: Aoung peoplc, ard, especi,allA th,e poorest oJ th,em.
They are the test of the realism of our love and our ability to proclaim the Gospel. It is providential for them and for the Church
that someone will come down to street level to start up a dialogue
with them.
The Exhortation recognizes that consecrated persons, "becamse of their special consecration, their particular exlperience of
the gifts of the Spirit, their constant listening to the word of God,
their practice of discernment, their rich heritage of pedagogical
traditions built up since the establishment of their Institute, and
their profound grasp of spiritual truth..., are able to offer a spe.
cific contribution to the work of other educators".Te
"ro vc98
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Don Bosco's words: "The youngsters should not only be loved,

but they themselves should know that they are loved"8o has a
place in the memory of the "admirable examples of consecrated
persons who have sought and continue to seek holiness through
their involvement in education, while at the same time proposing
holiness as the goal of education".8r
It reminds us that for us education is not only a consequence
of the quest for sanctification but the human setting in which it
acquires its typical physiognomy, because it contains, in line with
the nature of our vocation, also the moment of grace. The primacy
we give to God in our life and the following of Christ becomes
translated into a desire to bring them to life in the heart of the
new generations, so that they may flnd there sense and happiness.
The unity with which we live the two aspects moulds the physiognomy of our spirituality which is idenffied with the preventive
system and creates the style of our communion as "family spiril".az
John Paul tr had already pointed this out to us in the letter.Iz1)enunl, Patri,s: "I want especially to consider in Don Bosco the
fact that he realized his personal holiness through an educative
commitment lived with zeal and an apostolic heart, and that at the
same time he lcrew how to propose holiness as the practical objective of his pedagory. An interchange between "education" and
"holiness" is indeed the characteristic aspect of his personaliff".s

Conclusion
Dear confreres, I wanted to recall your attention to the Exhortation which sheds light on consecrated life to encourage you to
read it receptively and creatively on your own account. I have
s
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dwelt only on some a^spects of it which I consider more immediate at the present moment in view of the actuation of the GC24.
I think in fact that when we look at the more fundamental implications of the GC24 we need to express hope in the resources
of our vocation, give preferential attention to our spiritual life and
its communication, become men of communion, and rethink the
contribution which education brings to the realization of vocation, spirituality and communion.
I finish this letter on 8 September, Mary's birthday. In many
Provinces professions take place around this feast. From the information we receive from around the world we see once again
that "the Lord loves the Congregation, wants to see it vibrant for
the good of the Church and never ceases to enrich it with new
apostolic ener5r".84 I myself have had the satisfaction of reeeiving
ten flrst professions in our novitiate of Oktiabrsk[j, near Moscow,
and another twenty-two at Smarhon (Belarus).
This is an encouragement to us to present with confidence to
young people the consecrated life and oru experience of it as followers of Don Bosco.
May Mary most holy, who welcomed God's gift and sang his
praises in the Magnifical, help us to live with joy our experience
of pastoral charity, so as to share it with simplicity in our conununities and communicate it efficaciously to the young.
My cordial greetings to you all
and may your work be rich in fruiffiil results.
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